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		It will

change your mind
Sometimes it just happens. You come across ideas that will make your life much easier.
And before you know it, you don’t even remember how you managed without it.
Ringfeder’s new air operated coupling, 303 AUS AM/RL, is all that and much more.
By using the existing air in the truck, you will open the coupling in no time.
No more unnecessary long stops .
Ringfeder’s 303 AUS AM/RL gives you the convenience of a
reliable and simple solution!

It’s time for the
next generation!
You recognise the situation – you’re trying to uncouple the
trailer from your truck, but the coupling pin just won’t come
away from the draw bar eye. Before you’re ready to drive off
you’ve spent both time and effort trying to position your trailer
to make it happen.

Now, fortunately this familiar situation belongs to the past and
we believe the time has come to leave the old times behind.
With Ringfeder’s unique coupling, 303 AUS AM/RL, you will
use the existing air in the truck and before you know it, you’re
ready to go.

It couldn’t be easier!

let the air
		

do the work!

With Ringfeder new unique coupling, 303 AUS AM/RL, you will uncouple your trailer in no time.
And it is easy. Just insert the air hose to the trailer air supply and the air will do the work for you.

This is how it works:
To open Ringfeder 303 AUS AM/RL, remove the air hose from the

go back to your vehicle, and slightly move the trailer eye to release

holder and insert it into the trailer air supply. Once it’s done, the air

the tension. When the pin has found the right position it will open

will stream into the AM mechanism and release the coupling pin,

up. It is important that you remove the air hose from the trailer air

with a power of 3kN.

supply and put it back in its holder since the vehicle should not be

If the coupling pin won’t come away at your first attempt, just

driven with the air hose connected to the trailer air supply.

An all-round
solution
Ringfeder 303 AUS AM/RL is
compatible with all types of couplings:
Duomatic

C-coupling

Palm

quality
systems
					

to take you anywhere

By the end of 2014 new EC legislation will create a single market with common standards for type
approval in all European countries. As a contractor, this will naturally affect your business but we
believe you can make the new legislation, ECWVTA (EC Whole Vehicle Type Approval), work to
your advantage.
The ECWVTA is quite simple – no approval – no business!
With Ringfeder products and systems you do not need to worry. All Ringfeder products have the
same high quality and reliability as you can expect and they are already type approved.
In other words – Ringfeder’s systems mean less hassle and more business.
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We take care all the way
Safety is a matter of experience. Since the establishment of Ringfeder GmbH in 1922 stands the brand
Ringfeder in the world of the commercial vehicle technology for absolute safety and reliability.
Ringfeder offers reliable and innovative products – and much more. More service and more
support. A dense dealer network and experienced specialist consultants provide at home and abroad for
competent consultancy and service.
The brand Ringfeder stands worldwide for professional top technology and guarantees a maximum
of service, quality and reliability.

DEALER:

www.ringfeder.de
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